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Executive summary
This document describes techniques of compression of histopathology whole-slide images (WSI) using
deep neural networks that have been developed within the first 24 months of the ExaMode project. For
this reason, we refer to those as “Neural Image Compression” (NIC) techniques. These techniques will
allow to learn and create a compressed representation of histopathology whole-slide images by
converting each bidimensional sub-region (i.e., a patch) of a WSI into a compact vector of data, which
retains a semantic description of the morphology present in the image patch while substantially reducing
the amount of data.
Neural image compression techniques come as a possible solution to the open problem of training
convolutional neural networks end-to-end for whole-slide image classification. This approach is known
to be currently intractable because of the large size of gigapixel whole-slide images, which cannot fit in
memory of modern computer hardware resources such as graphics cards. Reducing the size of the image
with compression techniques allows to fit the entire digitized tissue morphology into memory and
therefore makes end-to-end training possible.
Eventually, this technique will allow to build computational pathology tools to predict labels at wholeslide image levels, which can be used to assist pathologists in diagnostics and in decision making.
Examples of possible use are the classification of lung cancer subtypes, such as adenocarcinoma versus
squamous cell carcinoma, or including the growth patterns, as well as in classification of colon polyps
based on the presence of cancer, dysplasia, hyperplasia, or other types of non-neoplastic diseases.
This document begins with a general introduction on gigapixel whole-slide image analysis, which we
present in terms of looking for “what” information is relevant and “where” the information is.
Afterwards, we focus on the “what” aspect of this problem and present approaches to extract relevant
information from texture-rich patches of whole-slide images and synthetize it into a compact
representation such as a feature vector, which we refer to as a “compression” approach. First, we address
compression using unsupervised learning and build an image encoder using three unsupervised
approaches based on convolutional neural networks. Second, we extend this idea by bringing a form of
supervision to the encoder and formulate a multi-task learning approach. In both cases, we describe the
methods, present results, as well as references to the code of all implementations, which are made
publicly available via Github. Finally, we provide a description of the methods running in Docker
containers as algorithms on the grand-challenge.org platform, and of the API that have been built and
can be used to interact with the existing algorithms using a simple Python interface.
The tools presented in this deliverable have been developed, tested and published via peer-review, and
shared publicly both in terms of source code and in terms of web-based application, in order to verify
(part of) Milestone 8 "End to end segmentation, classification and compression tool test".
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Figure 1. Neural Image Compression. Left: an entire gigapixel whole-slide image is read as a set of
high-resolution patches using a uniform grid. Center: each of these patches is compressed into a lowdimensional embedding vector using a neural network, the encoder. Right: the embedding vectors are
organized following the same spatial arrangement as in the original whole-slide image. Figure taken
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Figure 2. A) Variational Autoencoder. Top: the encoder maps a patch to an embedding vector depending
on a noise vector while the decoder reconstructs the original patch from the embedding vector. Bottom:
pairs of real and reconstructed patch samples using C = 128. B) Contrastive training. Top: pairs of
patches are extracted from gigapixel images. Pairs labeled as same originate from the same spatial
location whereas different are extracted from either adjacent locations or different images. Bottom:
scheme of a Siamese network trained for binary classification using the previous pairs. C) Adversarial
Feature Learning. Top: three networks play a minimax game where the discriminator distinguishes
between actual or generated image-embedding pairs, while the generator and the encoder fool the
discriminator by producing increasingly more realistic images and embeddings. Bottom: real and
generated patch samples using C = 128. D) Supervised multitask learning framework. Left: the full
model is trained to solve four different tasks simultaneously. Center: the encoder provides a shared
embedded representation for the images of all the tasks. Right: the head models perform each of the four
classification tasks independently from each other. Figure adapted from [Tell19, Tell20]. ................... 8
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List of abbreviations
WSI

Whole-slide image

NIC

Neural Image Compression

GPU

Graphics Processing Unit

CNN

Convolutional Neural Networks

RGB

Red Green Blue

AE

Auto Encoder

VAE

Variational Auto Encoder

GAN

Generative Adversarial Networks

CRC

Colorectal cancer
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1 Introduction
Computational Pathology using Deep Learning is revolutionizing the field of digital pathology. Deep
Learning approaches based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been shown to reach and
outperform human professionals at several tasks in histopathology, including prostate Gleason grading
[Bult20] and detection of breast cancer metastasis in lymph nodes [Bejn17]. These unprecedented
achievements have been made possible by training CNNs with a large amount of manually annotated
data in a fully-supervised fashion. This setting requires expert knowledge and a time-consuming
procedure of manual annotations of regions of interest, such as tumor regions. Manual annotations
provide valuable domain-specific knowledge that can be used for model development and validation.
However, scaling up this approach is limited by the huge amount of work needed to provide accurate
annotations.
Digital pathology implicitly carries a wealth of data, which can be retrieved from retrospective archival
cases or collected prospectively during clinical routine. This information is present both at
histopathology image level, where a single gigapixel whole-slide image contains millions of pixels, and
at the level of the pathology report, where the conclusion of the diagnosis plus the results of molecular
tests characterize and classify the tissue sample at hand. Developing tools to exploit such existing
information in very large archives of digital pathology images would allow to extract valuable
knowledge that can be used to train prediction models for decision support in the clinic. For example,
when a system for detection of cancer in colon polyps has to be developed, 1) automated tools could
first scan all electronic pathology reports, understand their content and detect colon polyp cases
containing cancer; 2) deep learning models could be trained end-to-end to predict the presence of cancer
in those slides solely based on the label extracted from the report. Such a system will be able to identify
polyps that contain cancer, automating part of the histopathology diagnosis pipeline and act as a
decision-support system for pathologists. However, the very large size of gigapixel whole-slide images
poses problems to end-to-end training of deep learning models for WSI classification.
Techniques of end-to-end learning for image classification are very popular in the computer vision
community, where images containing for example instances of cats and dogs are shown to the machine,
together with a corresponding label “cat” or “dog”, indicating the presence of that entity in the image,
but no manual annotation is provided. Applying the same technique to WSI image classification would
allow to build computational pathology tools to address a large variety of tasks in histopathology
diagnostics. But the main limitation to end-to-end training in digital pathology is the huge amount of
data contained in a single WSI (typically in the order of 100,000 x 100,000 RGB pixels per image,
corresponding to about 30GB of data per image), which cannot be loaded fully into memory when
currently available hardware is used for training deep learning models, namely graphics cards (GPU).
Reducing the dimensionality of the data while keeping most relevant information, namely compressing
whole-slide images, would enable end-to-end training, to execute downstream classification tasks.
This deliverable describes methods for whole-slide image compression developed within the first 18
months of the ExaMode project. In the next sections, we provide a description of developed compression
methods, the developed code and the APIs that have been built to access the algorithm via a web-based
service, which allows to integrate the developed methods in existing pipelines with just a few lines of
Python code.
The tools presented in this deliverable have been developed, tested and published via peer-review, and
shared publicly both in terms of source code and in terms of web-based application, in order to verify
(part of) Milestone 8 "End to end segmentation, classification and compression tool test".
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2 Neural Image Compression
In the context of ExaMode, we developed Neural Image Compression, a technique based on neural
networks to reduce the size of a gigapixel image while retaining semantic information by shrinking its
spatial dimensions and growing along the feature direction (see Figure 1). The method works by, first,
dividing the gigapixel image into a set of high-resolution patches. Second, each high-resolution patch is
compressed with a neural network (the encoder) that maps every image into a low-dimensional
embedding vector. Finally, each embedding is placed into an array that keeps the original spatial
arrangement intact so that neighbor embeddings in the array represent neighbor patches in the original
image. NIC was inspired by cognitive mechanisms. Human observers can describe complex visual
patterns using only a few words without needing to describe each individual pixel. Similarly, the encoder
can describe patches with low-dimensional embedding vectors, ignoring superfluous details. It is a
powerful method that competes with classical approaches in terms of compression rate [Thei17].
Moreover, previous works on representation learning and transfer learning have demonstrated that
neural networks excel at extracting features that can be exploited by other networks to solve a variety
of downstream tasks [Dona17, Domo17, Oord17, Oord18]. This makes NIC an ideal candidate for
reducing the size of gigapixel images before feeding a CNN. The encoder network can be trained using
a wide variety of techniques. In this deliverable, we selected two families of learning approaches based
on neural networks: 1) unsupervised learning and 2) multi-task supervised learning.

Figure 1. Neural Image Compression. Left: an entire gigapixel whole-slide image is read as a set of high-resolution patches
using a uniform grid. Center: each of these patches is compressed into a low-dimensional embedding vector using a neural
network, the encoder. Right: the embedding vectors are organized following the same spatial arrangement as in the original
whole-slide image. Figure taken from [Tell20].

2.1 Unsupervised learning
In this section, we describe the methods that have been developed to create an encoder for neural image
compression based on unsupervised learning techniques. In all cases, the encoder built using neural
networks is used to extract a compressed representation, namely a feature vector of length C, from nonoverlapping, or partly overlapping input patches extracted from the input WSI. Each vector is then
rearranged to maintain the spatial position coming from the WSI, to create 3-dimensional tensor, which
we call the “compressed image”.
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2.1.1 Autoencoder
First, autoencoders (AE) have been proposed as a straightforward method to learn a compact
representation of a given data manifold [Good16]. AEs are neural networks that follow a particular
encoder-bottleneck decoder architecture. They aim to reconstruct input images by minimizing a
reconstruction loss, e.g., the mean squared error (MSE). In particular, we considered the case of the
variational autoencoder (VAE), a powerful modification of the original AE that relies on a probabilistic
approach [King13]. The proposed approach based on VAE is depicted in Figure 2 (A); details about the
method can be found in [Tell19].

Figure 2. A) Variational Autoencoder. Top: the encoder maps a patch to an embedding vector depending on a noise
vector while the decoder reconstructs the original patch from the embedding vector. Bottom: pairs of real and
reconstructed patch samples using C = 128. B) Contrastive training. Top: pairs of patches are extracted from gigapixel
images. Pairs labeled as same originate from the same spatial location whereas different are extracted from either
adjacent locations or different images. Bottom: scheme of a Siamese network trained for binary classification using the
previous pairs. C) Adversarial Feature Learning. Top: three networks play a minimax game where the discriminator
distinguishes between actual or generated image-embedding pairs, while the generator and the encoder fool the
discriminator by producing increasingly more realistic images and embeddings. Bottom: real and generated patch
samples using C = 128. D) Supervised multitask learning framework. Left: the full model is trained to solve four different
tasks simultaneously. Center: the encoder provides a shared embedded representation for the images of all the tasks.
Right: the head models perform each of the four classification tasks independently from each other. Figure adapted from
[Tell19, Tell20].

2.1.2 Contrastive training
Second, we investigated a discriminative model based on contrastive training [Oord18]. This model
senses the world via an encoding network that maps images to embedding vectors. By training this
model to distinguish between pairs of images with same or different semantic information, the encoder
Project supported by European Union
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is enforced to learn a compact representation of the input data. The proposed approach based on VAE
is depicted in Figure 2 (B); details about the method can be found in [Tell19].

2.1.3 Bidirectional Generative Adversarial networks
Third, we investigated adversarial feature learning [Dona17, Domo17], a training framework based on
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [Good14]. GANs emerged as powerful generative models that
map low-dimensional latent distributions into complex data. There is evidence that these latent spaces
capture some of the high-level semantic information present in the data [Chen16]. However, standard
GAN models do not support the reverse operation, i.e., mapping data to the latent space. The
Bidirectional GAN model (BiGAN [Dona17]) learns this mapping using an explicit encoding network
in the training loop. Intuitively, the encoder benefits from all the high-level features which were fully
automatically discovered by the generator. The proposed approach based on VAE is depicted in Figure
2 (C); details about the method can be found in [Tell19].

2.2 Multi-task learning
The multitask learning architecture is built from two components. The first component, the encoder, is
shared among the four tasks, whereas the second part, the heads, consists of four multilayer perceptrons
(MLPs) specialized in solving each task individually. Both the encoder and the four heads are trained to
minimize the sum of the classification losses of the four tasks. By doing so, the encoder learns a vector
representation that is optimized to produce high classification performance while being highly
transferable across different tasks. Figure 2 provides an overview of the method. The size of the
embedded representation C is an hyperparameter of the method, by default set to C = 128 following the
original implementation of NIC.
We trained this model using images from a dataset containing four representative patch classification
tasks in Computational Pathology (see Figure 2), namely: mitosis detection in breast, axillary lymph
node tumor metastasis detection, prostate epithelium detection, and colorectal cancer tissue type
classification; a full description of this dataset is available in [Tell19]. For each task, we selected
200,000 patches of 64x64 pixels at 0,5 μm/pixel resolution with patch-level annotations. We distributed
the number of patches across classes and medical centers uniformly, so that classes and centers were
equally represented in the dataset, and reserved 20% of the samples for validation purposes (randomly
selected). Details about the method can be found in [Tell20].

2.3 Code
A public release of the source code used in this project is available at this link:
https://github.com/davidtellez/neural-image-compression. For the sake of completeness, we report the
content of the README file here as well. This repository contains implementation of all unsupervised
encoders from [Tell19] as well as the 4-taks encoder from [Tell20]. Furthermore, the encoder from
[Tell20] has been implemented in the form of a web-based application, running on grand-challenge.org.
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Figure 3. Screenshot of algorithms developed in ExaMode and available on grand-challenge.org. As a result of
this deliverable, an application based on Neural Image Compression has been developed and added to the park of
apps.
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2.4 Web-based application
Similar to what done in Deliverable 4.1, we have developed a web-based application of the Neural Image
Compression method. The application (or “app”) is up and running on the grand-challenge.org platform
and can be accessed via the following link: https://grand-challenge.org/algorithms/neural-imagecompression/. Figure 3 contains a screenshot of the apps developed within ExaMode until Month 24,
available on grand-challenge.org. The app implements the 4-task encoder recently published in [Tell20].
The same encoder is also available with Python code in the public Github repo (see Section “Code”).
The app works as follows:
1. The user should log in to grand-challenge and request access to the Neural Image Compression
application
2. Once access is granted, the user can upload one (or more) whole-slide image to the app, for
which a compressed representation is requested.
3. The app will process the image and produce multiple compressed volumes, as described in
[Tell19]. All these outputs will be made available to the user and can be downloaded as .mha
files, being de facto tensor data with 3 dimensions.
4. The user can interact with the app also via API, as described in the Section “API”.

Figure 4. Screenshot of details of the result of a whole-slide image processed using the NIC app. The output
consists of multiple compressed representations, extracted after augmenting the input image with multiple flipping
(horizontal, vertical) and rotations (90, 180, 270 degrees), and combinations of both (90_vertical, 270_vertical,
180_none, etc.).
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2.5 API
Next to the public release of the source code and the implementation of the app on grand-challenge, the
NIC algorithm developed in this deliverable is also made available to the partners in the ExaMode
consortium via RESTful APIs. Provided APIs allow to communicate with this algorithm and submit
images, process them and get the results. To ease integration and usability, RESTful APIs have been
developed based on a Python interface. Via these APIs, the user can integrate a few commands into
existing Python code to 1) submit a set of images to the web-based app, 2) run the algorithm, 3)
download the multiple outputs in .mha format, 4) convert those outputs into a .npz file, supported by
Numpy. An example of such a pipeline is available here: https://github.com/davidtellez/neural-imagecompression.

3 Conclusion
In this Deliverable, we have introduced the concept of Neural Image Compression and its
implementation using unsupervised learning as well as multi-task learning. In all cases, model
development was based on deep neural networks. So far, this work has resulted in one journal
publication published on IEEE TPAMI [Tell19], one paper presented as an oral presentation at the last
MIDL 2020 conference [Tell20], and one conference paper accepted for oral presentation at the
upcoming SPIE Medical Imaging 2021 conference [Aswo21]. Furthermore, the approach based on
multi-task learning has been implementation and made available in the form of a a web-based service
on grand-challenge.org, and APIs have been implemented, to allow interaction with this algorithm.
Implementation of all encoder models developed until now has been made open source via Github.
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